Improves any Repository and
Works the way You Work!

WSN Clearview™ Foundation Content Server

product datasheet

The WSN Clearview™ Foundation Server (WCFS) for Enterprise Content Management (ECM) is the building block for an all-encompassing repository where
the entirety of the organization's electronic file content can be managed. WCFS
is the first modern ECM solution designed to provide a new era of content aggregation, unification and access across your organization. WCFS provides outof-the-box (OOTB) connectivity to many commercial repositories such as, Microsoft® Sharepoint®, Alfresco® and Documentum® with our add-on connectors. Our innovative ECM client applications connect to the application server to
provide easy search and retrieve of content spanning all security accessible
repositories across the entirety of your business organization. With complete
access to all information across the business enterprise, you can continue to
elevate the quality and accuracy of business decisions, substantially improve
information worker collaboration, and achieve unparalleled levels of customer
service.

Specifications
Operating System: Microsoft Server
2008, 2012 (32/64 bit)
System RAM: 4 GB or more
System Processor:
Dual Core 1 GHz or Faster
Disk Storage: 1 GB or more
Requirements: Microsoft Windows .Net
Framework 3.5 or later

Values and Benefits
•

Federate Content from Multiple Repositories

•

Improve Audit & Compliance with your Content

•

Improve Productivity with Unified Content Across LOBs

•

Provide a Single, Intuitive User Experience to Manage Content

•

Easily Search & Retrieve Content with Intelligent Results

“One of the most interesting things about the Clearview solution is the
extent to which Clearview leverages SharePoint Server and the Microsoft
Office system – not just as a platform for delivering core ECM functionality
– but also as part of the core user experience.
The integration of SharePoint Server and the Office system is pretty much
seamless and delivers the power of both the SharePoint Server and Office
system document management features in a very comprehensive,
Microsoft-oriented user experience.”

Ron Sielinski
Senior Product Manager—Microsoft Office Business Platform
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About WSN

WSN’s Award Winning Clearview Software
solutions are the leading SharePoint-based
ECM solutions designed for today’s demanding business world.
WSN’s leadership team combines years of
industry experience with the latest Microsoft
technology architecture and innovation to
bring to market a new standard of excellence
for Solutions, Services, and Customer Care.
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